
 

 

Date:  Suffixes   
    

 Suffixes Exercise 61   
  1. The factory has many workers. 
  2. The operator to the message. 
  3. The motorist got stuck in the traffic jam. 
  4. Miss Lily is the inhabitant of the little pink house. 
  5. The cyclist has a basket on her bike. 
  6. George is a very fast typist.  
  7. Dad says Cindy is a good sailor.  
  8. invent + or = inventor 11. cartoon + ist = cartoonist 
  9. drive + er = driver 12. contest + ant =contestant 
  10. direct + or =director 13. art + ist = artist 
     

 Suffixes Exercise 62 
  1. How many dancers are in the play? 
  2. My school adviser helped me. 
  3. The robber stole from the shop. 
  4. The manager of the store was angry. 
  5. He was a very fast runner. 
  6. Our dog, Sparky, is a finalist in the dog show. 
  7. Mother was a contestant on a TV show. 
    8. yes  9. not  a noun  10. yes  11. not a noun  12. yes  13. not a noun 
      

 Suffixes Exercise 63 
  1. He gave the dishes very bad treatment. 
  2. “Look at that breakage”, said Mom. 
  3. “Look at that spillage”, said Bob. 
  4. “I am going to get a punishment”, said Bob. 
  5. pass 6. excite 7. pack 8. enjoy 
      

 Suffixes Exercise 64 
    1. neighborhood 2. quickness 3. neighbors 4. quick 
    5. discovery 6. bakery 7. friend 8. friendship 
    9. mother 10. Motherhood 11. father 12. fatherhood 13. boyhood 
   

 Suffixes Exercise 65    
  1. band of women 2. hardships 3. happiness 4. ownership 5. madness 
  6. tax 7. live 8. happy 9. gentle 10. friend 
  11. boy 12. sad 13. neighbour 14. like 15. brother 
 

 Suffixes Exercise 66    
  1. direction 2. act 3. protection 4. television 
  5. imagine - imagination 6. invite - invitation 7. decorate - decoration 
 

 Suffixes Exercise 67    
  1. appearance 2. difference 3. entrance 4. distance  
  5. patience - patient 6. distance - distant 7. appearance - appear 8. difference - different 
  9. entrance - enter 10. allowance - allow Something else: Have patience, patients! 
     

 Suffixes Exercise 68  
  1. sharp 2. sharpen 3. mistake 4. mistaken 5. broke 6. broken 
  7. give – d)given 8. chose – f)chosen 9. drive – h)driven 10. take – c)taken 
  11. fall – a)fallen 12. spoke – b)spoken 13. forgot – e)forgotten 14. wake – g)waken 
 
 



Date:  Prefixes   
    

 Prefixes Exercise 75   
  1. mistreat – treat badly 2. discontent – not content 
  3. prewrap – wrap beforehand 4. prejudge – judge beforehand 
  5. misunderstand – understand wrongly 
  6. The bill cannot be prepaid. 
  7. Young children often misbehave in a shop. 
  8. Sal is disinterested in the book.  
  9. The oven must be preheated.  
  10. The two girls disagreed on the score.  
     

 Prefixes Exercise 76 
  1. Desalt the fish tank. 
  2. Resew Bart’s pants. 
  3. Deice the car windows. 
  4. Rebuild Laura’s doll house. 
  5. Recover the kitchen chairs. 
      

 Prefixes Exercise 77 
  1. Encase – to put in a case 
  2. Befogged – completely in fog 
  3. Superhighway – greater than the usual highway 
  4. Entrain – to put on a train 
  5. Bejeweled – completely covered in jewels 
  6. Endangered – to put into danger 
      

 Prefixes Exercise 78 
  1. subfreezing – below 32˚f or 0˚c 
  2. international – among nations 
  3. interplanetary – between planets 
  4. subsoil – soil below the top layer of soil 
  5. intercity – between the cities 
  6. between states - interstate 
  7. among nations - international 
  8. under the ocean - submarine 
  9. between people - interpersonal 
  10. less than the total - subtotal 
   
 


